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We give a description of the homomorphisms between representations of a clan
Ž Ž . .see Crawley-Boevey, J. London Math. Soc. 40 1989 , 9]30 , more or less as it was
Ž Ž . .done by Krause J. Algebra 137 1991 , 186]194 for string-algebras. As a conse-
quence of our findings we can establish the irreducibility of all maps which are
expected to be so. This allows us, after defining a natural exact structure on the
category of representations, to calculate in many situations Auslander]Reiten
sequences like in the string-algebra case. Q 1999 Academic Press
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INTRODUCTION
w xIn CB2 Crawley-Boevey introduced clans, a class of problems which
includes several well-known problems from representation theory, like the
w x w xGelfand problem Gf , self-reproducing systems NRo , or semi-dihedral
w x w xalgebras CB3 . In CB2 Crawley-Boevey gives also a complete classifica-
tion of the indecomposable representations of such a clan, similar to the
well-known classification of indecomposable modules for string algebras
Ž w x.see, for example, BR . The original description of the indecomposable
w xrepresentations can be improved by the work of Bondarenko Bd and
w xDeng De .
For string algebras, there is moreover a well-established description of
w x w xthe homomorphisms between representations, see CB4 and Kr , as well
as a handy description of Auslander]Reiten sequences. In the present
paper we supply analogous results for representations of clans and clan-
nish algebras.
In section 1 we recall the definition of a clan C and of the category of
Ž .its representations R C , and introduce by the way some conventions
Ž .about bi- quivers, words, and letters.
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Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the indecomposable repre-
w xsentations of the clan C. We follow essentially CB2 , though the proof
w x w xthat this particularly nice description works is due to Bd or De . We
Ž .define a set X of words, and functors S : A -mod “ R C whichw w
parameterize the indecomposable representations. An important feature
of this description is that the functors S are symbolized by certain almostw
linear quivers H w for w g X plus some extra data.
In Section 3 we present the system of linear equations to solve for the
Ž Ž . Ž .. w , vdescription of Hom S V , S W , codify these data in a quiver HC v w
Ž .see 3.3 , and state several auxiliary combinatorial facts. In Section 4 we
present and prove our findings: In fact it turns out that the morphisms in
Ž Ž . Ž .. w , vHom S V , S W can be read off conveniently from the quiver HC v w
Ž .see 3.3 plus some extra data. Section 5 is dedicated to Auslander]Reiten
theory: Despite the fact that in case of asymmetric bands v , w we can not
Ž Ž . Ž ..write down an explicit base for Hom S V , S W , we have enoughC v w
information to prove that all ``candidates'' for irreducible morphisms are in
Ž .fact irreducible. After introducing a natural exact structure on R C we
present canonical exact sequences involving the irreducible maps, and thus
obtain the existence of Auslander]Reiten sequences under reasonable
hypotheses on C.
The remaining two section contain the proofs of the more technical
results from Section 3, those involving linear algebra in Section 6 and
combinatorics in Section 7.
1. BASIC CONSTRUCTIONS
1.1. Qui¤ers and Letters
Ž .A biqui¤er Q is a tuple Q , Q , Q , s, t with Q the set of vertices, Q0 1 2 0 1
Ž .the set of arrows, Q the set of special arrows, and s, t: Q j Q “ Q2 1 2 0
function defining the start and terminal point of the arrows. Thus
a b. . . .6Ž . Ž .s a “ t a for each arrow a g Q and s b t b for each b g Q .Ž . Ž .1 2
For technical reasons we frequently need a polarization of Q, i.e., a pair
Ž .  4of function s , t : Q j Q “ y1, 1 ; Z.1 2
The set of letters Q# of the quiver Q consists of the following three
types of symbols l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Type of l Symbol l s l t l s l t l
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Direct a a g Q s a t a s a t a1
y1 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Inverse b b g Q t b s b t b s b1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Special «* « g Q s « t « s « t «2
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We have also indicated the definition of the function s, t, s , and t for the
letters.
1.2. Definition
Ž Ž . .A clan C is a tuple k, Q, s , t , G where k is a field, Q a biquiver with
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .polarization s , t , such that s « s t « and s « s t « for all « g Q ,2
and G is a linear order on each set of letters
Q# p , r [ l g Q# t l s p , t l s r . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
A representation M of C consists of the following data:
Ž .R1 a k-vector space M for each p g Q ,p 0
Ž .R2 a filtration of vector spaces
M s lq M G ly MŽ . Ž .p 1 1
s lq M G ??? G ly MŽ . Ž .2 ny1
s lq M G ly M s 0Ž . Ž .n n
Ž .  4for each of the linearly ordered sets Q# p, r s l ) l ) ??? ) l ,1 2 n
Ž .R3 an isomorphism
;q y q yy1 y1M : a M a M “ a M a MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a
for every arrow a g Q ,1
Ž . Ž .qŽ . Ž .yŽ .R4 an idempotent endomorphism M of «* M r «* M for«
each special loop « g Q .2
A homomorphism f between representations M and N of C consists of a
collection of linear maps f : M “ N for each vertex p g Q such thatp p p 0
Ž . Ž qŽ .. qŽ . ŽH1 f l M F l N for each letter l g Q# i.e., f respects thetŽ l .
Ž ..filtration R2 , and thus inducing linear maps
f : lq M ly M “ lq N ly N ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l
Ž . y1H2 N f s f M for each arrow a g Q ,a a a a 1
Ž .H3 N f s f M for each special loop « g Q .« « * « * « 2
Ž .We denote by R C the category of representations of C with the above
w xdescribed homomorphisms. This is a Krull]Schmidt k-category CB2, 1.4 .
Remark. We usually describe a clan by displaying the corresponding
Ž .biquiver Q and the linearly ordered sets of letters Q# q, r which contain
more than one element.
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1.3. Words
Let Q be a biquiver. A word w in Q is a formal sequence w w ??? w1 2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .of letters in Q# with s w s t w and s w s yt w for i si iq1 i iq1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 2, . . . , n y 1. We define s w [ s w , t w [ t w , s w [ s w ,n 1 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .t w [ t w . We write l w [ n. We also allow two trivial words 11 Žq, r .
 4 Ž . Ž .with r g y1, 1 for each vertex q g Q so that l 1 s 0, and s 10 Žq, r . Žq, r .
Ž . Ž . Ž .s q s t 1 , s 1 s r s yt 1 .Žq, r . Žq, r . Žq, r .
We define the product wv of two words w s w ??? w and v s1 n
¤ ??? ¤ by mv [ w ??? w ¤ ??? ¤ if this is again a word, i.e., if1 m 1 n 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s w s t v and s w s yt v . If ww exists, one can define arbitrary
powers w n of w.
Ž .We say that a word w is left resp. right inextensible if there is no letter
Ž .x g Q# with xw resp. w x a word.
For 0 - i F n we write w [ w ??? w ; for i ) n we set w [ w ,w i x 1 i w i x
while for i F 0, we set w [ 1 . We define w w i x to be thew i x Ž tŽw ., yt Žw ..
unique word with w s w w w i x, and for j G i we define w w i x to be thew i x w j x
unique word with w w w i x w w j x s w. By a rotation of w we mean a wordw i x w j x
of the form w w i xw .w i x
Ž Ž . Ž ..Finally, if all arrows in « g Q are loops i.e., s « s t « and fulfill2
Ž . Ž . y1s « s t « , we define a formal in¤erse l for each letter l as
¡ y1a if l s a is a direct letter,
y1 y1~l [ a if l s a is an inverse letter,
U¢« if l s «* is a special letter.
In this situation we define the in¤erse word of w s w ??? w as wy1 [1 n
wy1 ??? wy1 and 1y1 [ 1 .n 1 p, r p, yr
Ž . Ž .If there is a linear order ) on each of the sets Q# p, r s
 < Ž . Ž . 4w g Q# t w s p, t w s r there is a partial ordering G on the set of
words defined by w ) w9 if and only if w s x yu and w9 s x zv where x ,
u, and v are words and y and z are letters with y ) z; in this situation we
define
D w , w9 [ l x .Ž . Ž .
Observe that the sets
W p , r [ w word in Q# t w s p , t w s r , w right inextensible 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
 4are linearly ordered for all vertices p g Q and r g y1, 1 .0
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INDECOMPOSABLE
REPRESENTATIONS
2.1. Strings and Bands
Let S be a set of representatives of words w which are both right and
left inextensible, under the equivalence relation which identifies w with
wy1. We call the elements of S strings and say that a string w is
symmetric if w s wy1, and otherwise asymmetric.
Let B be a set of representatives of nontrivial words w such that ww
is defined and such that w is not a power under the equivalence relation
which identifies all rotations of w and wy1. We call the elements of B
bands and say that a band w is symmetric if w is equal to some rotation
of wy1, and otherwise asymmetric.
We define X [ S j B. For each w g X , we shall define an algebra
Ž .A and a functor S : A -mod “ R C .w w w
2.2. From Words to Qui¤ers
We assign to each w g X a biquiver H w , a quiver morphism G :w
H w “ Q, a k-algebra A , and a map U : H w j H w “ A . These dataw w 1 2 w
Ž .symbolize a functor S : A -mod “ R C , as we will explain in 2.4.w w
2.2.1. If w s w ??? w is an asymmetric string, let H w be the quiver1 n
n n n n n1 2 3 ny1 n0 1 2 ??? n y 1 n
in which, if w is a direct letter a , then n points to the left, andi i
Ž . y1G n s a g Q ; if w is an inverse letter a , then n points to the right,w i 1 i i
Ž . Ž .and G n s a g Q ; while if w is a special letter «* we set G n sw i 1 i w i
« g Q and n points to the left if and only if wy1 ) w w i x. We define2 i w iy1x
Ž .A [ k and U n s 1.w w i
2.2.2. If w is a symmetric string, then w s zd *z for a unique word
z s z ??? z . Let H w be the quiver1 n
in which, if z is a direct letter a , then n points to the left, andi i
Ž . y1G n s a g Q ; if z is an inverse letter a , then n points to the right,w i 1 i i
Ž .and G n s a g Q ; while if z is a special letter «* we set G n s « gw i 1 i w i
Q and n points to the left if and only if zy1 ) z w i x f *z. Finally,2 i w iy1x
Ž .G h [ d .w
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w x Ž 2 . Ž .We define A [ k z r z y z and U n s 1 for i s 1, . . . , n, andw w i
Ž .U h s z.w
2.2.3. If w s w ??? w is an asymmetric band, let H w be the quiver1 n
in which, if w is a direct letter a , then n points anti-clockwise, andi i
Ž . y1G n s a g Q ; if w is an inverse letter a , then n points clockwise,w i 1 i i
Ž . Ž .and G n s a g Q . If w is a special letter «* then G n s « g Qw i 1 i w i 2
y1 Ž w i x.y1 w i xand n points anti-clockwise if and only if w w ) w w .i w iy1x w iy1x
w y1 x Ž . Ž .We define A [ k x, x and U n s 1 for i / 1 and U n s x ifw w i w 1
Ž . y1n is anti-clockwise, U n s x otherwise.1 w 1
2.2.4. If w is a symmetric band, it can be written uniquely in the form
td U ty1 ry1d U r where d , d are special loops, and r , t are words. Set2 1 1 2
z [ rt s z ??? z and let H w be the quiver1 n
in which, if z is a direct letter a , then n points to the left, andi i
Ž . y1G n s a g Q ; if z is an inverse letter a , then n points to the right,w i 1 i i
Ž . Ž .and G n s a g Q ; while if z is a special letter «*, we set G n sw i 1 i w i
b g Q and n points to the left if and only if2 i
y1U U U Uy1 w i x y1z d zd z ) z d z d z .Ž .w iy1x 1 2 w i x 2 1 iy1
Ž . Ž .Finally, G h s d , G h s d .w 1 1 w 2 2
² : Ž 2 2 . Ž .We define A [ k x, y r x y x, y y y and U n s 1 for i sw w i
Ž . Ž .1, . . . , n, and U h s y, U h s x.w 1 w 2
2.3. Note
For w g X we consider the quiver H w as a biquiver, with H w consist-1
ing of the solid arrows and H w consisting of the dotted loops. Moreover2
H w has the induced polarization
s n [ s G n and t n [ t G nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
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for all arrows in n g H w j H w. Thus, our convention about letters and1 2
words apply for H w. In particular, the quiver homomorphism G : H w “ Qw
induces a map between the corresponding sets of letters: GU : H w# “ Q#.w
G n if G n g Q ,Ž . Ž .w w 1
n ‹ ½ G n * if G n g Q ,Ž . Ž .w w 2
y1G n if G n g Q ,Ž . Ž .w w 1y1n ‹ ½ G n * if G n g Q ,Ž . Ž .w w 2
h* ‹ G h *.Ž .w
GU extends naturally to a map between the corresponding words.w
Observe that for any w g X and h a word in H w , there is at most one
w Ž . wletter h g H # such that h h is again a word. Thus, given j, r g H =0
 4 w Ž . Ž w Ž ..y1, 1 there is a unique, right inextensible word h j, r with t h j, r
Ž w Ž .. w Ž .s j and t h j, r s r. Note, in case w is a band, h j, r is right
infinite.
n w Ž . Ž .Remark. For s “ t an arrow in H with G n g Q let r [ s n .1 2
Ž . wThen trivially also r s t n . By the construction of H we have
GU h w t , yr ) GU h w s, yr .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
See 3.2 and 7.2 for related constructions.
2.4. How to Interpret the Qui¤ers
For each latter l g Q# we define
Uw wt w , l [ t x g H x g H# , G x s l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 w
Uw ws w , l [ s x g H x g H# , G x s l .Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 w
Ž . Ž y1 .Thus t w , l s s w , l .
Ž .If W g A -mod, we define the representation S W by the followingw w
data:
For every p g Q let0
S W [ W , where each W s W .Ž . p [w j j
y1Ž .jgG pw
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For each letter l g Q#
lq S W [ W ,Ž .Ž . [ [w j
l9Fl Ž .jgt w , l9
ly S W [ W ,Ž .Ž . [ [w j
l9-l Ž .jgt w , l9
and identify
lq S W ly S W with W s W .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . [ [w w j j
y1Ž .jgt w , l Ž .j9gs w , l
Ž .For each ordinary arrow a g Q we define1
S W : W “ WŽ . [ [aw j j9
Ž . Ž .jgs w , a j9gt w , a
by
W 2 w ‹ U n w g W for all n g Gy1 a .Ž . Ž .sŽn . w tŽn . w
For each special loop « g Q we define2
S W : W “ WŽ . [ [«w j j9
Ž . Ž .jgs w , « * j9gt w , « *
by
W 2 w ‹ U n w g W for all h g Gy1 bŽ . Ž .sŽn . w tŽh. w
and
W 2 w ‹ w g W for all n g Gy1 b with s n / t n .Ž . Ž . Ž .tŽn . tŽn . w
2.5.
w x w xBy the work of Bondarenko Bd and Deng De we have the following
result:
Ž Ž . . Ž .THEOREM 1. If C s k, Q, s , t , G is a clan, the representation S Ww
with w running through X , and W running through a complete set of
non-isomorphic indecomposable A -modules, pro¤ide a complete set of non-w
isomorphic indecomposable representations of C.
w xOur exposition is essentially that of Crawley-Boevey CB2 , rather than
that of Deng; the transfer is straightforward, though somewhat cumber-
some.
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3. REDUCTION TO COMBINATORICS
3.1. The System of Equations
Our aim is essentially to find a basis of the linear space
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Hom S V , S W for ¤ , w g X and V resp. W in A -mod resp.C n w v
Ž .A -mod . To this end we write down explicitly the corresponding systemw
of linear equations to solve.
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Consider for v , w g X the representations S V andv
Ž . Ž . w , vS W of C constructed in 2.2 and 2.4. Let f s f , withw Ž j, i. Ž j, i.g H 0
Ž .f g Hom V , W andŽ j, i. k i j
w , v w vH [ j, i g H = H G j s G i .Ž . Ž . Ž . 40 0 0 w v
Ž Ž . Ž ..We ha¤e f g Hom S V , S W if and only if f fulfills the following setC n w
of equations:
f s 0 1Ž .Ž tŽn . , tŽ m ..
Ž . w v U Ž . U Ž .for all n , m g H# = H# with G n ) G m .w v
f U m y U n f s 0 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž tŽn . , tŽ m .. v w Ž sŽn . , sŽ m ..
Ž . w v Ž . Ž .for all n , m g H = H with G n s G m g Q .1 1 w v 1
f U m y U n f s f , 3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž tŽn . , tŽ m .. v w Ž sŽn . , sŽ m .. Ž tŽn . , sŽ m ..
f s 0 3a9Ž .Ž sŽn . , tŽ m ..
Ž . w v Ž . Ž .for all n , m g H = H with G n s G m g Q .1 1 w v 2
f U m y U h f s 0 3bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž j , tŽ m .. v w Ž j , sŽ m ..
Ž . w v Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..for all h, m g H = H with G h s G m g Q j [ s h s t h ,2 1 w v 2
f U z y 1 y U n f s 0 3cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž tŽn . , i. v w Ž sŽn . , i.
Ž . w ƒ Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..for all n , z g H = H with G n s G z g Q i [ s z s t z .1 2 w v 2
f U z y U h f s 0 3dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž j , i. v w Ž j , i.
Ž . w v Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .for all h, z g M = H with G n s G m g Q , j [ s n , i [2 2 w v 2
Ž ..s g .
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Ž . Ž .Remarks. 1 We understand here W n as a k-endomorphism of Ww
Ž .and U m as a k-endomorphism of V.v
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .2 Observe that U n resp. U m is in¤ertible while n resp. m isw v
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .not a loop; U h resp. U z is idempotent, while h resp. z is a loop.w v
The proof of this proposition will be given in Section 6.
3.2. A De¤ice
Ž Ž . .For technical reasons we need the following: Let C s k, Q, s , t , )
Ã Ã Ã ÃŽ .Ãbe a clan. In this situation we define the quiver Q s Q , Q , Q , s, t byÃ0 1 2
Ã Ã Ã ÃQ [ Q , Q [ Q j Q , Q [ B, s s s, t s t; i.e., we just convert allÃ0 0 1 1 2 2
Ãspecial loops into ordinary loops. Moreover Q obtains ``the same'' polar-
ization as Q.
ÃThere is an obvious quiver homomorphism g : Q “ Q, which induces a
Ãmap g#: Q# “ Q# between the corresponding sets of letters. Observe
y1Ž .  y14that g# «* s « , « for all special letters «* g Q#. Moreover we
Ã Ž .define a linear order % on the sets of letters Q# p, r by
g# l ) g# l9 orŽ . Ž .
l % l9 m y1½ l s « and l9 s « , « g Q .2
ÃWe also write % for the induced order on the words in Q#; see 1.3.
Compare 2.3 and see also 7.2.
Ã rIf w g X , the quiver homomorphism G induces two maps G :w w
w Ã  4H # “ Q#, r g y, q defined by
n ‹ G n ,Ž .w
y1y1n ‹ G n ,Ž .w
r1
h* ‹ G h .Ž .w
w ÃHere, by abuse of notation, we understand G : H “ Q.w
Ãq ÃyRemark. Trivially, G s G if and only if w is asymmetric. Also thesew m
ÃyŽ .maps extend to maps between the corresponding words. Thus G h %w ]ÃqŽ .G h always.w
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3.3. The Qui¤er H w , v
Ž . w , vWe visualize the equations of Proposition 1 in a bi -quiver H and a
function U “ A = A :w , v w v
H w , v [ j, i g H w = H v N G j s G i , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 w v
Ž .n , m
w , v w v6H [ s n , s m t n , t m N n , m g H = H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½1 1 1
G n s G mŽ . Ž . 5w v
Ž .h , z o w v6j j , i j , i N h , z g H = H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 0 0 0 0 2 2
G h s G z , j [ s n , i [ s g ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 5w v 0 0
Ž .n , m qw , v w v. . . . . . . . .6H [ t n , s m t n , t m N n , m g H = H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½2, y 1 1
G n s G m g QŽ . Ž . 5w v 2
Ž .n , m y w v. . . . . . . . .6j t n , s m s n , s m N n , m g H = H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 1 1
G n s G m g Q ,Ž . Ž . 5w v 2
Ž .h , m [w , v w v. . . . . . . . .6H [ j , s m j , t m N h , m g H = H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½2, o 0 0 2 1
G h s G m , j [ s h s t hŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 5w v 0
Ž .n , z ] w v. . . . . . . . .6j t n , i s n , i N n , z g H = H ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .½ 0 0 1 2
G n s G z , i [ s z s t z ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 5w v 0
H w , v [ H w , n j H w , v .2 2, y 2, o
The vertices
w , v w v Ãq Ãyt y , t x g H N y , x g H# = H#, G y % G xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 40 w v
are called 0-points. These vertices are labeled by a ``0'' in H w , v. This
Ž . Ž .``codifies'' the equations 1 and 3a9 .
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Ž Ž1. Ž2. .The function U s U , U is defined asw , v w , v w , v
n , m ‹ U n , U m compare 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .w v
h , z ‹ U h , U z compare 3d ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .o w v
n , m ‹ 1, U m compare 3a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .q v
n , m ‹ U n , y1 compare 3a ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .y w
h , m ‹ U h , U m compare 3b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .[ w v
n , z ‹ U n , U z y 1 compare 3c .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .] w v
Finally, we put on H w , v the polarization induced by H w and H v.
Ž . Ž w , v w , v .DEFINITION. 1 The connected components of H , H are0 1
Ž .called lines. We denote the set of lines by L w , v ,
Ž . Ž .2 A line L is an h-line, if for some vertex j, i g L we have0
Ãq w Ãy v  4G h j, r $ G h i , r for r g y1, 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w v]
Ž .see 3.2 and 2.3 for details .
Ž . Ž .3 A line Z is a z-line, if for some vertex j, i g Z we have0
Ãq w Ãq vG h j, r % G h i , rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .w v
or
Ãy w Ãy vG h j, r % G h i , rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .w v
 4for some r g y1, 1 .
Ž .4 An h-line L is a real h-line if it is not a z-line; otherwise it is a
Ž .¤irtual h-line. We denote the set of real h-lines by H w , v . Similarly, a
z-line is a real z-line if it is not an h-line. We denote the set of real z-lines
Ž .by Z w , v .
3.4. Example
Let C be the clan given by
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This clan represents the ``problem of an idempotent and a nilpotent
w xmatrix'' CB1 . Look at the two words
v [ gy1«*a«*ay1«*a«*ay1«*g
and
w [ «*a«*a«*ay1«*a«*ay1«*ay1 .
The first one is a symmetric string, the second a symmetric band. We write
down the quivers H w , H v, and H w , v.
Ž w , v w , v . Ž .The connected components of H , H , containing the vertices 0, 4 ,0 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .0, 5 , 1, 3 , and 5, 4 , are precisely the real h-lines; the components
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žcontaining the vertices 0, 1 , 0, 3 , and 5, 3 are the virtual h-lines in our
.case these are just points ; the remaining components are real z-lines.
Compare also the remarks below.
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3.5. Remarks
Ž .1 The underlying graph of a line L is exactly one of the following
types:
Ä ÄŽ .Moreover, a line L is of type A resp. D if and only if w s v is an
Ž .asymmetric resp. symmetric band L is the diagonal.
Ãyrq v Ãqry wŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..2 G h p, r and G h q, r are comparable for r gv w
 4y1, q1 . Thus every line is an h-line or a z-line. Moreover it is easy to
see that the definition is independent of the choice of the point on a line.
Obviously, virtual h-lines appear only if v or w is symmetric.
Ž .3 A line Z is a z-line if and only if Z contains a 0-point or if it
contains the endpoint of an arrow from H w , v. Thus real h-lines are also2, o
easy to recognize.
Ž .4 A line L is an h-line if and only if the connected component of
Ž w , ¤ w , v w , v .L in H , H j H contains no 0-point; otherwise it is a real0 1 2, o
Ž .z-line. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 1 and Proposition 3 a
below.
3.6. The Combinatorial Results
The quiver H w , v as defined above has some interesting properties:
Ž .Consider on L w , v the relation
. . . .6 w , v XL9 )9L m there is an arrow s t in H with s g L , t g L .2 0 0
Write ) for the transitive relation generated by )9.
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that v and w are both not asymmetric bands.
Ž .Then ) is a partial order on L w , v .
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The proof is quite easy, see 7.1, but it does not work in general, if
asymmetric bands are involved.
We conjecture that the proposition is true in general. A partial result in
Ž .this direciton is given in Proposition 3 c below.
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Consider on L w , v the weaker relation
. . . .6 w , v XL9 )0 L m there is an arrow s t in H with s g L , t g L .2, o 0 0
Ž .The transiti¤e relation generated by )0 is always a partial order on L w , v .
This is a trivial consequence of Proposition 2 if no asymmetric bands are
Žinvolved. The remaining cases are easy to control for example, if v and w
.are both asymmetric, then )0 is empty .
PROPOSITION 3. We ha¤e the following:
Ž . Ž .a Let L9 )9L g L w , v . If L9 is an h-line, then L is also an h-line
of type A or D.
Ž .h , g r. . . . . . . .6Ž .b If L is an h-line, then there is at most one arrow from s t in
H w , v with t g L ; if L is additionally of type D, there is no such arrow.2, r 0
Ž . Ž Ž . .c The set of real z-lines Z w , v , ) is a poset.
Ž . Ž . w , vd If j, i g H lies on an h-line, then0
GU h w j, r F GU h v i , rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
for r s y1, 1.
The proof of this result will be given in Section 7.
Ž . w , vCOROLLARY 2. Let v , w g X and suppose, that j, i g H lies on an0
Ž . Ž . v , wh-line. If v / w or i / j then i, j g W lies on a real z-line.0
Ž .This follows at once from Proposition 3 d above. This looks quite
Ž .innocent, but together with part a of our Theorem 2 this is fundamental
for the description of irreducible homomorphisms in 5.1. We call a vertex
q g H w , v an e-point if
v q is not a zero point,
v
w , vq is not a start point of an arrow from H ,2
v
w , v w , v w , vŽ .q is an endpoint of a connected component of H , H , H .0 1 2, o
Ž Ž . . w , vCOROLLARY 3. Suppose that L w , v , ) is a poset. Let p g H be0
Ä Ä  4a ¤ertex lying on an h-line not of type A or D and r g y1, 1 . Then there is
w , v Ž . Ž . Ž .a word h in H with s h s p, s h s r, and t h an e-point.
This is a direct consequence of the above proposition. Observe that,
usually, there are many chioces for these words.
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4. DESCRIPTION OF THE HOMOMORPHISMS
THEOREM 2. Let C be a clan, and v , w g X , V g A -mod, and W gv
A -mod.w
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..w , va For f s f g Hom S V , S W we ha¤e f sŽ j, i. Ž j, i.g H C v w Ž j, i.0
Ž . w , v0 if j, i lies on a real z-line in H .
Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .b If L w , v , ) is a poset see Proposition 2 , there is a k-linear
isomorphism
F : M “ Hom S V , S W ,Ž . Ž .Ž .[ L C v w
Ž .LgH w , v
with
¡Hom V , W if L is of type A,Ž .k
~ 2Hom V , W if L is of type D,Ž .M [ kw z xrŽ z yz .L ¢ Ä ÄHom V , W if L is of type A or D.Ž .A v
Ž .Remark. If L is of type D, let h, z be the unique loop of L. Theno
w x Ž 2 . w x Ž 2 .the algebra homomorphisms k z r z y z “ A and k z r z y z “ Av w
Ž . Ž . w x Ž 2 .defined by z ‹ U z and z ‹ U h induce a natural k z r z y z -v w
module structure on V and W. Thus M is well defined in this case.L
Ä Ä Ž Ž ..If L is of type A or D, we have see 3.5 1 w s v a band, and thus in
this situation M is also well defined.L
Ž .Of course, in order to prove b , we have to define explicitly a basis of
Ž Ž . Ž ..Hom S V , S W ; this will be done in 4.1, essentially in terms of theC v w
quiver H w , v. The proof of the theorem is then given in 4.2.
4.1. Construction of the Basis
Ž .For every L g L w , v we construct a k-linear map
w : M “ Hom S V , S W ,Ž . Ž .Ž .L L C v w
Ž Ž .. Ž .with w f s f for a previously chosen vertex j, i of L.L Ž j, i. LL
Ä ÄŽ .4.1.1. If L is a real h-line of type D or A, recall that w s v is a band,
Ž . w , vand L the diagonal. Define, for f g Hom V, W and q g H ,k 0
f if j, i g L ,Ž . 0f [Ž j , i. ½ 0 else,
w f [ f .Ž . w , vŽ .L Ž j , i. Ž .j , i gH 0
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It is an easy exercise to check that this actually defines an injective k-linear
map
w : Hom V , W ‹ Hom S V , S W .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L A C v wv
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .In fact, w f s S f and trivially w f s f for all vertices j, iL w L Ž j, i. LL
of L.
Ž . ŽŽ . .4.1.2. If L is a real h-line of type D, we take i, j \ s h, z ,L o
Ž .where h, z is the unique loop in L. By Corollary 3 we find a wordo
w , v Ž . Ž . Ž .x s x ??? x in H with x / h, z and t x an e-point. Set H x [m 1 1 o
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .j , i , . . . , j , i , j , i with j , i [ t x and j , i s i, j . Forn n 1 1 0 0 k k k 0 0 L
Ž . Ž .2f g Hom V, W see Theorem 2 we define inductivelykw z xrŽ z yz .
f [ f ,Ž j , i .0 0
¡ if x is a direct letter ork
Uy1Ž1. Ž2. if x s g , h is specialŽ .U x f U xŽ . Ž .Ž . k rw , v k Ž j , i . w , v kky 1 ky1
 4with r g q, [ ,~f [Ž j , i .k k if x is an inverse letter ork
Uy1Ž1. Ž2. if x s n , m is specialŽ .U x f U xŽ . Ž .Ž . i rw , v k Ž i , j . w , v kky 1 ky1¢  4with r g y, ] ,
f [ 0 for j, i g H w , v R H x ,Ž . Ž .Ž j , i. 0
and finally
w f s f ;Ž . w , vŽ .L Ž j , i. Ž .j , i gH 0
see 3.3 for the definition of the functions U Ž i. . In order to see thatw , v
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .actually w f g Hom S V , S W , we observe first L ; H x andL C v w 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .i , j s i , j if and only if k s l. Moreover, the elements of M x all liek k l l
Ž Ž ..on h-lines Proposition 3 b ; thus they are all not 0-points. Finally note
x w , v. . . .6Ž . Ž .that if there is an arrow i , j i , j in H then x s h andk k l l 2 l
Ž . Ž .k s j y 1; this makes it very easy to verify the equations 1 ] 3d . Trivially,
w is injective.L
4.1.3. If L is real h-line of type A, we choose an arbitrary vertex
Ž . Ž . w , vj , i s j, i in L and two words y s y ??? y , x s x ??? x in H0 0 L n 1 m 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with s y s j , i s s x , s y s 1 s ys x , both ending in an e-point0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž . Ž .as in Corollary 3. Set H x [ j , i , . . . , j , i with j , i [ t x asm m 0 0 k k k
before.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .For f g Hom V, W see Theorem 2 we define inductivelyk
fy [ f ,Ž j , i .0 0
¡ if x is a direct letter ork
Uy1Ž1. y Ž2. if x s n , m is specialŽ .U x f U xŽ . Ž .Ž . k rw , v k Ž j , i . w , v kky 1 ky1
 4with r g q, [ ,
y ~f [Ž j , i .k k if x is an inverse letter ork
Uy1Ž1. y Ž2. if x s g , h is specialŽ .U x f U xŽ . Ž .Ž . i rw , v i Ž j , i . w , v kky 1 ky1¢  4with r g y, ] ,
fy [ 0 for j, i g H w , v R H x ,Ž . Ž .Ž j , i. 0
q Ž . w , vAnd similarly, starting with y , we define f for j, i g H . ThenŽ j, i. 0
f if q s p ,
f [ q yŽ j , i. ½ f q f else,Ž j , i. Ž j , i.
f f [ f g H w , v .Ž . Ž .L Ž j , i. 0Ž .j , i
It is essentially the same argument as in case D to see that this defines an
injective k-linear map
w : Hom V , W “ Hom S V , S W .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L k C v w
Ž .From Proposition 3 a and from the construction of the w is clear thatL
F [ w : M “ Hom S V , S WŽ . Ž .Ž .[ [L L C v w
LgH LgH
Ž Ž .is injective the point is that words starting in j, i cannot end in a lineL
.L9 with L9 ) L .
4.2. Proof of the Theorem
Both statements of the theorem follow now from the following lemma by
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .induction on the posets Z w , v , ) resp. L w , v , ) .
Ž . m Ž Ž . Ž .., vLEMMA. Let f s f g Hom S V , S W and L gŽ j, i. Ž j, i.g H C v w0
Ž . Ž . XL w , v . Suppose that L9 )9L implies f s 0 for j9, i9 g L . Then weŽ j9, i9. 0
ha¤e:
Ž . Ž .a If L is a z-line, then we ha¤e already f s 0 for all j, i g L .Ž j, i. 0
Ž . Ž .b Otherwise, L is a real h-line by definition , f g M , andŽ j, i. LL
Ž Ž .. Ž . Xf y w f s 0 for all j, i g L with L9 G L.L Ž j, i. Ž j, i. 0L
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Ž .Proof. 1 Under the hypotheses of the lemma we have f s 0 forŽ j, i.
Ž . Ž .some j, i g L implies f s 0 for all j9, i9 g L . In fact, we may0 q9 0
h
w , vŽ . Ž .suppose that there is an arrow j, i “ j9, i9 in H . Then we have1
Ž1. Ž . Ž Ž2. Ž ..y1 Ž . Ž .f s U h f U h either directly by Eq. 2 or by Eq. 3a ,Ž j9, i9. w , v Ž j, i. w , v
using the hypotheses.
Ž . Ž .2 If L is a z-line, there is a 0-point j, i g L or there is an arrow0
h9 w , vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .j9, i9 “ j, i with h9 g H and j, i g L remark 3 in 3.5 . In the2, r 0
Ž . Ž .first case we are immediately done by 1 ; in the second case j9, i9
Ž1. Ž . Ž Ž2. Ž ..y1belongs to a line L9 ) L, and since f s U h9 f U h9 s 0Ž j, i. w , v Ž j9, i9. w , v
by hypothesis, we are also done.
Ž .3 If L is a real h-line, we have only to show that f g M . ThenŽ j, i. LL
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .we can apply 1 to f y w f . This is clear if L is of type A or D ! .L Ž j, i.L
In the remaining two cases the hypotheses imply f s f for allŽ j, i. Ž j, i.L
Ž .j, i g L , and the remaining equalities force f g M .0 Ž j, i. LL
5. AUSLANDER]REITEN THEORY
Ž Ž . .Let C s k, Q, s , t , ) be a clan.
5.1. Irreducible Maps
We start with two observations.
Ž .1 Let w g X be a band and let v g X arbitrary. Consider the
Ž .following composition of morphisms in R C
gf
S W ⁄ S V ⁄ S W9 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .w v w
with W, W9 g A -mod and V g A -mod. If v / w or f s 0, we havew v Ž i, i.
Ž . wfg s 0 for all i g H . In fact,Ž i, i. 0
fg s f g ,Ž . Ž . Ýi , i Ž i , j. Ž j , i.
v Ž . Ž .jgH , G j sG i0 v w
Ž .and g / 0 implies f s 0 by Corollary 2 and Theorem 2 a .Ž j, i.. Ž i, j.
Ž .  4 Ž2 Let w - v be both inextensible, r g X R v , w we may sup-
.pose v , w g X , and consider the following composition of morphisms in
Ž .R C
gf
S W ⁄ S X ⁄ S V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .w x v
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Ž .with W g A -mod, V g A -mod, and X g A -mod. If fg / 0, then xw v x Ž0, 0.
is a string, and we ma suppose v ) x ) w. In fact,
fg s f g ,Ž . Ž . Ý0, 0 Ž0 , j. Ž j , 0.
x Ž . Ž .jgH , G j sG 0x v0
Ž . Ž . xand, since v is inextensible, G j s G 0 for some j g H implies that xx v 0
is also inextensible, and we may suppose that it is comparable with v and
w. Finally, v ) x implies g s 0 and x ) w implies f by a similarŽ0, 0. Ž0, 0.
Ž .argument as in 1 .
Thus, we have shown:
Ž .PROPOSITION 4. 1 For w a band, the functor
S : A -mod “ R CŽ .w w
preser¤es irreducible maps.
Ž .2 If w - v are inextensible words, there is a real h-line L of type A
Ž . w , v Ž .that contains 0, 0 g H . Use the lemma from 7.2! Construct0
w : Hom V , W “ Hom S V , S WŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .L k C v w
as in 4.1. In case there is no inextensible word x with v ) x ) w , the
Ž . Ž .morphisms w f / 0 are irreducible in R C .L
Remark. Suppose there is no symmetric string x with w - x - v ,
ÄŽ . Ž .denote by L the real h-line containing 0, 0 , and let L be the connected
Ž w , v w , v w , v . Žcomponent of H , H j H that contains L compare remark0 1 2, o
ÄŽ . .3.5 3 and Corollary 1 . Then it is easy to see that L contains two e-points
Ž Ž ..one of them is juwt 0, 0 . Thus, the construction of w involves noL
choices in that case.
Ž .Notation. In case w - v we denote by L w - v the real h-line inr
w , v Ž . y1 y1H that contains the vertex 0, 0 . Similarly, in case w - v there is
a real h-line in H w , v naturally associated with that relation: we denote
Ž .this line by L w - v .l
5.2. Exact Structures
Ž . w xWe shall define on R C an exact structure GRo, 9.1 . Consider the
Ž .class E of pairs i, d of composable morphisms
i d
M “ E “ N
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Ž .in R C such that the induced k-linear maps
i dl lq y q y q y) 0 “ l M rl M “ l E rl E “ l N rl N “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .see 1.2 form short exact sequences for all letters l g Q#.
ŽRemark. A morphism d: E “ N is a deflation with respect to E if and
. qŽ . yŽ . qŽ . yŽ .only if the induced k-linear maps d : l E rl E “ l N rl N arel
surjective for each letter l g Q#.
In fact, define M [ ker d g E for all p g Q , and i the inclusion.p p p 0 p
lqry M [ lqry E l ker dŽ . Ž . tŽ l .
for all l g Q#. Now, it is easy to construct the induced structure maps for
Ž .M to make it a representation of C , and our hypothesis on d implies )
for all letters l g Q#.
Ž .Dually, a morphism i: M “ E is an inflation if and only if the induced
maps i are injective for each letter l g Q#.l
With this observation it is straightforward to verify for E the axioms of
w xan exact structure GRo, 9.1 directly.
The following lemma seems to be well known, but we could not find an
explicit reference.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA. Let A, E be an exact category, i, d g E with indecomposable
Ž .end terms, and i, d irreducible. Then i, d is an Auslander]Reiten sequence.
Proof. Assume f: X “ M is not a retraction and consider the pull-back
diagram
i9 d96 6M E9 X
6 6
f9 f
i d6 6M E N
If the first row splits, f factors trivially over d; otherwise, since i is
Ž .irreducible, f9 admits a section g9; and thus d s f d9g9 . Since d is irre-
ducible and f admits no section, d9g9 admits a retraction, and f factors
again over d.
5.3. Finite-Dimensional Clans
We start with some combinatorial considerations.
Ž Ž . .DEFINITION. We say the clan C s k, Q, s , t , ) is finite dimen-
Ž .  4 Ž .sional, if for each q, r g Q = y1, 1 the linearly ordered set W q, r0
Ž . Ž . Ž .see 1.3 has a unique minimal element i and a maximal elementŽq, r .
p .Žq, r .
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Remarks. Let C as above be finite dimensional.
Ž . Ž .  41 In this situation each w g W q, r R i admits a uniqueŽq, r .
w xsuccessor w 1 . In fact, we hav a unique composition
w s w9l i Ž sŽ l . , s Ž l ..
Ž Ž . Ž ..for some letter l g Q# s l , ys l which is not minimal in that set; with
Ž Ž . Ž ..l9 the successor of l in Q# s l , ys l we have
w xw 1 s w9l9p .Ž sŽ l9. , ys Ž l9..
Ž .  4 w xDually, each w g W q, r R p has a unique predecessor w y1 .Žq, r .
w x Ž y1w x.y1In case w is left inextensible we set i w [ w i whenever this
makes sense.
Ž .2 Consider the sets of inextensible words
I [ i [ iy1 l i N l g Q# , 4l Ž tŽ l . , yt Ž l .. Ž sŽ l . , ys Ž l ..
P [ p [ py1 lp N l g Q# . 4l Ž tŽ l . , yt Ž l .. Ž sŽ l . , ys Ž l ..
w xŽ w x. Žw x .w xIf w is an inextensible word, not in I , then 1 w 1 and 1 w 1 are
w x w xdefined and equal. Thus we write just 1 w 1 f P in this situation.
w x w xDually, if w is not in P , we can write just y1 w y1 f I.
w xŽw x w x.w x w x w xObserve that y1 1 w 1 y1 s w. Thus 1 w 1 is symmetric if and
only if w is symmetric.
Ž . Ž .3 Let i g I and V g A -mod. Then S V is injective inl i il l
Ž Ž . .  4 Ž .R C , E . In fact, take w g X R i we may suppose i g X andl l
Ž Ž . Ž ..consider f g Hom S V , S W . Then it follows easily from our previ-C i wl
Ž . i lous results that f V s 0 if x is the letter in H# corresponding to l.l tŽ x .
Ž . Ž .Thus every inflation starting in S V splits. By a dual argument S W isi pl
projective for each p g P.
5.4. Auslander]Reiten Sequences
Let C be a finite-dimensional clan.
w x w x5.4.1. If w is an asymmetric string, not in I , then 1 w 1 is also
asymmetric, and we consider the diagram
Ž .S Vw w1x r
f g6 6r l
Ž . Ž .S k S kw w1xw w1x
6 6
gf rl
Ž .S Vw1xw l
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w x Ž .In case w 1 is asymmetric, we take V [ k, f [ w 1 , andr r LŽw w1x- w .r
Ž . w x Žg [ w y1 . Otherwise w 1 is symmetric thus A sl LŽw1xw w1x-w w1x. w w1xl
2 2 0 0w x Ž .. Ž . Ž .k z r z y z , and we take V s k with V z s , f [ wr r r LŽw w1x- w .1 1 r
1Ž . Ž ., and g [ w 0, y1 .l LŽw1xw w1x-w w1x.0 l
w x Ž .In case 1 w is asymmetric, we take V [ k, f [ w 1 , andl l LŽw1xw -w .l
Ž . w x Žg [ w 1 . Otherwise 1 w is symmetric thus A sl LŽw1xw w1x- w1xw . w1xwr
2 2 1 1w x Ž .. Ž . Ž .k z r z y z , and we take V s k with V z s , f [ wl r l LŽw w1x- w .0 0 r
0Ž . Ž ., and g [ w 1, 0 .r LŽw1xw w1x-w w1x.1 l
f lŽ . Ž .By Proposition 4 the morphisms and g , g are irreducible. It is ar lf r
f lŽŽ . Ž ..direct calculation to verify that , g , g g E. The point is to use ther lf r
remark in 5.1. Thus, by the lemma from 5.2, we have constructed an
Ž .Auslander]Reiten sequence starting at S k for every asymmetric stringw
not in I. Similarly, we can construct an Auslander]Reiten sequence
Ž .ending in S k for every asymmetric string not in P.w
w x w x5.4.2. If w is a symmetric string not in I , 1 w 1 is also symmetric and
w x Ž 2 .A s A s k z r z y z . Consider the diagramw w1xw w1x
f gr l
S k “ S V “ S k .Ž . Ž . Ž .w a w w1x r w1xw w1x Ž1ya.
w x Ž 2 .Here, we denote by k the one-dimensional k z r z y z -module witha
Ž .  4k z s a for a g 0, 1 .a
w x Ž .In case w 1 is asymmetric, we take V [ k, f [ w 1 , andr r LŽw w1x- w .r
Ž . w x Žg [ w 1 . Otherwise w 1 is symmetric thus A sl LŽw1xw w1x-w w1x. w w1xl
2 2 0 0 1w x Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .k z r z y z , and we take V s k with V z s , f [ w ,r r r LŽw w1x- w .1 1 0r
Ž .and g [ w 0, 1 .l LŽw1xw w1x-w w1x.l
Ž .Now, we find similarity that f , g g E with f , g irreducible. Thus, wel r l r
Ž . Žhave constructed an Auslander]Reiten sequence starting at S k withw a
 4.a g 0, 1 for every symmetric string w not in I. Similarly, we can
Ž .construct an Auslander]Reiten sequence ending in S k for everyw a
symmetric string w not in P.
Ž .5.4.3. If w is a band, the functor S : A -mod “ R C is easly seen tow w
Ž .be exact, and since it preserves irreducible maps Proposition 4 , it also
preserves Auslander]Reiten sequences by the above lemma. Thus, we
Ž w y1 x.obtain in the asymmetric case a Spec k T , T -family of homogeneous
Ž w x. Ž .tubes, and in the symmetric case a Spec k T -family of tubular type 2, 2 .
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Altogether, we established for a finite-dimensional clan the global
existence of Auslander]Reiten sequences. The sequences for bands exist
for arbitrary clans.
We should point out that the exact structure E tends to be too
restrictive if the clan C is obtained by ``translating,'' for example, a
subspace problem. Typically, one gets ``too many'' projectives and injec-
tives and ``loses'' thus a finite number of Auslander]Reiten sequences
from the original problem.
5.5. Example
Consider the following clan C , given by
Q# 2, y1 s cy1 ) a , Q# 3, y1 s cy1 ) b ,Ž . Ž . 4 ½ 5a b
 U U 4 4Q# 2, 1 s d * , Q# 3, 1 s « ) « ,Ž . Ž . 2 1
Q# 1, y1 s ay1 ) k ,Ž .  4a
Q# 1, 1 s by1 ) k .Ž . ½ 5b
This is the ``clannish version'' of the Zavadskij poset.
w x w xCompare CB2, 2.8 and ZN . Obviously C is finite dimensional. We
exhibit a piece of the following particular component of the Auslander]
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Ž .Reiten quiver of R C :
where w s ky1by1«Ubay1d *aby1«Ucy1. For the convenience of the readera 1 2 b
we give some more strings explicitly
w x y1 y1 U U y1 w xw y3 s k b « b k , c « c s 3 w ,a 2 a b 1 b
U Uy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1w x w xw y2 s k b « c , k b « c s 2 w ,a 1 b a 2 b
U Uy1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1w x w xw y1 s k b « ba d *c , k a d *ab « c s 1 wa 1 a b 2 b
and
w x w x y1 y1 y11 w y1 s k a d *c .b a
Moreover we have
w x w x w x w xy1 y1 y1 y1i s w y2 , i s 1 w y1 s p , 2 w s p .c c k kb a b a
The postprojective and the preinjective components are well known; the
remaining components containing strings are of the form ZA‘ or ZD , and‘ ‘
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they are parameterized by the asymmetric resp. symmetric strings of the
U U y1 Ž w x.form c « ? « c use an argument as in Ge .b 1 1 b
5.6. Clannish Algebras
Ž .Let Q9 be an ordinary connected quiver and Sp a subset of the loops of
Q9. Call the elements of Sp ``special loops'' and the remaining arrows
``ordinary arrows.'' Let R s RSp j Z be a set of relation for Q9 consisting
Sp  2 < 4of R [ « y « « g Sp and Z a set of zero relations.
w x Ž .DEFINITION CB2 . L [ kQ9r R is a clannish algebra provided that
the following holds:
Ž .C0 None of the relations in Z starts or ends with a special loop, or
involves the square of a special loop.
Ž .C1 At most two arrows terminate at any vertex, and at most two
arrows start at any vertex.
Ž . Ž .C2 For any ordinary arrow b in Q9 there is at most one arbitrary
Ž .arrow a with ba a path not in Z, and there is at most one arbitrary
arrow g in Q with gb a path not in Z.
w x Ž .In CB2 it is indicated how L-mod is embedded in R C for an adequate
clan C. Since we want to calculate Auslander]Reiten sequences in L-mod
for L a finite-dimensional clannish algebra, we have to make that explicit.
Ž .Write Z s Z9 j Z0, where Z0 is minimal with respect to condition C2
X  4above. Thus we can define two functions s , t : Q “ y1, 1 subject to the1
following conditions:
v Ž . Ž .s « s t « for « g Sp,
v Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s a s s b implies s b s ys a ;
v Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t a s t b implies t b s yt a ,
v Ž . Ž .ba a path not in Z0 implies s b s yt a .
Ž X Ž X . .Now, we consider the biquiver Q0 [ Q , Q R Sp , Sp with the above0 1
Ž . Y Ž .polarization s , t . Observe that the sets Q# q, r are of one of the
following forms:
 4 y1 y1  4B, a , b , b , a , «*½ 5 ½ 5
for certain ordinary arrows a , b and special loops « . We shall extend Q0
to a biquiver Q by ``adding kernels and co-kernels'' to the ordinary arrows
Ž .and determine by the way a linear order ) on the stes of Q# q, r with
more than one element. These data define our clan C.
ca
v Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .In case Q0 q, r s a add an arrow q “ t c and set Q# q, r [a
 y1 4c ) a .a
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kby1
v Ž .  4 Ž . Ž .In case Q0 q, r s b add an arrow s k “ q and set Q# q, rb
[ by1 ) k .b
zbay1
v Ž .  4 Ž .In caes Q0 q, r s b , a add an arrow s z “ q and setba
Ž . y1Q q, r [ b ) z ) a . Moreover let in this situation formally z sba ba
cy1 s k .b a
; SpŽ . Ž .We get an equivalence of categories F: R C “ rep Q9, R j Z0k
defined by
FM [ M for all q g QX ,Ž . q q 0
FM « [ M for all special loops e,Ž . Ž . «
FM a [ i M p for all ordinary arrows a .Ž . Ž . a a a
Ž .qŽ . Ž .yNote: For a special loop « we have «* M s M and «* s 0.sŽ« .
Ž y1 .qŽ . Ž .yŽ .While for an ordinary arrow a we have a M s M and a MsŽa .
Ž y 1 .q Ž . Ž y 1 .y Ž .s 0. Thus p : M “ a M r a M and i :a s Ž a . a
Ž .qŽ . Ž .yŽ .a M r a M “ M are well defined.tŽa .
Let us point out that F is exact in the sense that it sends exact
Ž .sequences from the standard exact structure E on R C to exact se-
Ž Sp .quences in rep Q9, R j Z0 , but usually in the latter category there arek
``more'' exact sequences.
Ž Ž ..If w is a string and 0 / W g A -mod, then F S W fulfills thew w
relations from Z9 if and only if w is not of the form w z v w for somel r
 4z g Z9, some v g y1, 1 , and w , w words.l r
Similarly, if w is a band, the same is true if w n is not of the form
v Ž . Ž n.w z w . Thus, we call a string resp. band w admissible if w resp. wl r
is not of the above form.
Ž .In case the clannish algebra L s kQr R is finite dimensional, the set
W9 q , r [ w g W q , r admissible 4Ž . Ž .
X Žcontain maximal and minimal elements p which contain no inverseŽq, r .
Y . X Ž Y .letter from Q# and i which contain no direct letter from Q# .Žq, r .
Ž . w xConsequently an element w g W9 q, r has a predecessor, w y1 9 and a
w x Ž . Ž .successor w 1 9 in W9 q, r ! After defining sets I9 resp. P9 of injective
Ž .resp. projective strings relative to Z9 we can define exact sequences
Ž .S Vw w1x9 r
f g6 6r l
Ž . Ž .S k S kw w1x9w w1x9
6 6
gf rl
Ž .S Vw1x9w l
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for asymmetric admissible strings not in I9 and
f gr l
S k “ S V “ S kŽ . Ž . Ž .w a w w1x9 r w1x9w w1x9 Ž1ya.
for symmetric admissible strings not in I9, which become Auslander]Re-
Ž . Žiten sequences in rep Q9, R . The exactness follows basically as in 5.4,k
.using the remark at the end of 5.1. Additionally we obtain for every
ordinary arrow a in Q9 an Auslander]Reiten sequence corresponding to
the following sequence of asymmetric strings
i9y1 cy1 “ i9y1 a pX “ ky1 pX ,Ž tŽa . , yt Ža .. a Ž tŽa . , yt Ža .. Ž sŽa . , ys Ža .. a Ž sŽa . , ys Ža ..
Ž .which do not come from exact sequences in R C ; in fact, the end-terms of
these sequences come precisely from the strings in I9 resp. P9 which do
Ž .not give rise to injective resp. projective modules. The admissible bands
yield families of tubes as in the case of clans.
Altogether, we obtained just a description of the Auslander]Reiten
Ž .sequences, as it could be expected in case char k / 2 by transferring the
w xwell-known results for string algebras via ReRd to clannish algebras}de-
spite the fact that the description of the indecomposables obtained in that
way is not directly compatible with our description.
6. THE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
Ž . Ž .Condition H1 is for f trivially equivalent to Eq. 1 .
Ž . Ž .Condition H2 is equivalent to Eq. 2 . Let us explain this: For each
arrow a g Q we have a commutative diagram1
f y1a6W V[ [j i
Ž . Ž .jgs w , a igs v , a
6 6
Ž . Ž .S W S Vw a v a
6W V[ [j9 i9faŽ . Ž .j9gt w , a i9gt v , a
which decomposes into
fŽ sŽn ., sŽ m ..
6W VsŽn . sŽn .
6 6
Ž . Ž .U n U mw v
6W VtŽn . tŽn .fŽ tŽn ., tŽ m ..
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Ž . w v Ž . Ž . Ž .for all n , m g H = H with G n s a s G m . Similarly, H3 is1 1 w v
Ž . Ž .equivalent to the equations 3a ] 3d : For each special loop « g Q we2
have a commutative diagram
f«*6W V[ [j i
Ž . Ž .jgs w , « * igs v , « *
6 6
Ž . Ž .S W S Vw « v «
6W V[ [j9 i9f«*Ž . Ž .j9gt w , « * i9gt v , « *
which decomposes into the following four types of diagrams
f f Ž . Ž .s n , t mŽ .Ž . Ž .s n , s mŽ .
f fž /Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t n , s m t n , t mŽ . Ž .
6W [ W V [ VsŽn . tŽn . sŽ m . tŽ m .
6 6
Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .U n , 1 U m , 1w v
fŽ tŽn ., tŽ m ..
6W VtŽn . tŽ m .
Ž . w v Ž . Ž .for each pair of arrows n , m g H = H with G n s « s G m .1 1 w v
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .From this we can read off the equations 3a and 3a9 use that U n isw
.invertible in this situation .
Ž .f , fŽ j, sŽ m .. Ž j, tŽ m ..
6W V [ Vj sŽ m . tŽ m .
6 6
Ž . Ž Ž . .U h U m , 1w v
fŽ j, tŽ m ..
6W Vj tŽ m .
Ž . w v Ž . Ž .for each pair of arrows h, m g H = H with G h s « s G m and2 1 w v
Ž . Ž . Ž . Žs h s j s t h . From this we can read off the equation 3b use that
Ž . .U h is idempotent and U z is invertible in this situation .w v
f Ž Ž . .s n , i
fž /Ž Ž . .t n , i
6W [ W VsŽn . tŽn . i
6 6
Ž Ž . . Ž .U n , 1 U zw v
fŽ tŽn ., i.
6W VtŽn . i
Ž . w v Ž . Ž .for each pair of arrows n , z g H = H with G n s « s G z ,1 2 w v
Ž . Ž . Ž .s z s i s t z is a loop. From this we can read off the equation 3c
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Ž Ž . .observe that 1 y U z is idempotent in this situation .v
fŽ j, i.
6W Vj i
6 6
Ž . Ž .U h U zw v
fŽ j, i.
6W Vj i
Ž . w v Ž . Ž .for each pair of arrows h, z g H = H with G h s « s G z and2 2 w v
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s h s j s t h and s z s i s t z . From this we can read off the
Ž .equation 3d .
7. PROOF OF THE COMBINATORIAL RESULTS
7.1. Proof of Proposition 2
w  4Assume w g X is not an asymmetric band, and H s 0, 1, . . . , n as in0
2.2. We define a function v : H w “ Z uniquely by the prescriptionw 0
v 0 s 0 andŽ .w
v s n if G n g QŽ . Ž .Ž .w w 1 wv t n s for all n g H .Ž .Ž .w 1½ v s n q 1 if G n g QŽ . Ž .Ž .w w 2
Now, if w , v g X are not asymmetric bands, we set
V : H w , v “ Z, j, i ‹ v j y v i ,Ž . Ž . Ž .w , v 0 w v
Ž .and observe that V is constant on the vertices of any line, whilew , v
Ž . Ž X .L )9L9 implies V L s V L q 1. Thus, in this situation thew , v 0 w , v 0
Ž .transitive relation ) on L w , v generated by )9 is an order relation.
Remark. If w is an asymmetric band, we can define the function v inw
w Ž .this way only, if the number c of clockwise arrows n g H with G n g1 w
Ž .Q coincides with the number a of anti-clockwise arrows n 9 with G n 92 w
g Q . In all examples of asymmetric bands w I know, it is possible to2
define slight variations of this v which work similarly if v is not an
asymmetric band.
7.2
For the proof of Proof of Proposition 3 we need the following technical
result:
LEMMA. Let w g X and let H w be the corresponding qui¤er constructed
h
w Ž . Ž .in 2.2. If s “ t is an arrow in H with G n g Q and thus s n s1 w 2
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Ž .t n \ yr, we ha¤e
GU h w t , r ) GU h w s, r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
)Ž .
q w y wÃ ÃG h t , r % G h s, r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
Moreo¤er,
U w U w Ãq w Ãy wD G h t , r , G h s, r G D G h t , r , G h s, r .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž Ž .w w w w
Proof. The first inequality holds, as already observed, by the construc-
w Ãq w Ãy wŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..tion of H . Anyway, G y t, r and G h s, r are comparable, andw w
by construction we have
d [ D GU h w t , r , GU h w s, rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .w w
Ãq w Ãy wG D G h t , r , G h s, r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .w w
Ž .We will show ) only for the most complicated case of w a symmetric
band; the other cases are up to obvious changes the same argument. We
may suppose moreover that w s z f *zy1 g* with w s w ??? w , i.e.,1 2 nq2
Ž . rz s w ??? w . We define three infinite words, w in Q and w , r gÄ Ã1 n
Ã 4q, y in Q
w s w , w [ w ,Ž .Ä Ä Äi kŽ2 nq2.q i iigZ
w r s w r ,Ž .Ã Ãi igZ
¡w if w is a direct or an inverse letter,Ä Äi i
w i x« if w s «* special, w ) wÄ Ä Äi w iy1x
w i xr ~ or w s «* special, w s w and r i ) 0,Ä Ä Äw [ i w iy1xÃi
y1 w i x« if w s «* special, w - wÄ Ä Äi w iy1x
w i x¢ or w s «* special, w s w and r i F 0.Ä Ä Äi w iy1x
If, say t s i y 1 and s s i in H w , we have by construction of the objects0
GU h w s, r s w w i x, GU h w t, r s wy1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ä Äw w w iy1x
r w r w i x r w r y1Ã ÃŽ . Ž .G h s, r s w , G y t, r s w .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ãw w w iy1x
Thus, by hypothesis we have
y1y1 w i x w iydy1x w i xi w ) w and w s w .Ž . Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ .w iy1x w iy1x w iqd x
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In particular,
y1w iyky1x w i xii w s w , 0 - k F d ,Ž . Ä ÄŽ .w iy1x w iqk x
and we have to show that
w xy1 iq y1w % w .Ž .Ã ÃŽ .w iy1x
 4To this end it is enough to see for k g 1, . . . , d that if w s w isÄ Äiqk iyk
special and wy is inverse, then wq is a direct letter. Now, recall thatÃ Ãiqk iyk
iii wy inverse m wy1 F w w iqk x ,Ž . Ã Ä Äiqk w iqky1x
! wq direct m wy1 ) w w iyk x .Ž . Ã Ä Äiyk w iyky1x
Ž . Ž . y1 w iqk x y1From i and ii we get w ) w and then, using this, w )Ä Ä Äw iyky1x w iqky1x
w iyk x Ž . Ž .w . These two inequalities, together with iii give ! .Ä
Ž .7.3. Proof of Proposition 3 a
Ž .n , g qw , v Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..Let L9 be an h-line in H , and say t n , s m “ t n , t m an
w , v Ž . Ž . Ž .arrow from H starting in L9. Thus we have s n s t n s s m s2
Ž .t m \ yr, and
Ãy v Ãq wG h s m , r % G h t n , r L9 is an h-line ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .v w]
Ãq v Ãy vG h t m , r % G h s m , r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .v v
Ãq w Ãy wG h t n , r % G h s n , r by the lemma from 7.2.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .w w
Thus, in particular,
Ãy v Ãq v Ãq wG h t m , r % G h t m , r % G h t n , r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .v v w]
Ãy v Ãy w Ãq wG h s m , r % G h s n , r % G h s n , r .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .v w w]
Ž .n , m 6Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž ..This means that the line L which contains s n , s m t n , t m
Ä Äis an h-line, but it cannot be of type A or D, because then we would have,
Ãq v Ãq wŽ Ž Ž . .. Ž Ž Ž . ..for example, G h t m , r s G h t n , r . We leave it as an ex-v w
ercise to show that L neither is of type D.
Ž .7.4. Proof of Proposition 3 b
Clearly, no line contains more than two endpoints of arrows from H w , v.2, o
Thus, suppose that L is an h-line that contain the endpoints of the arrows
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Ž . Ž .h , m n , z[ ]w , v . . . . . . . . .6 . . . . . . . . .6Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .from H , say, j, s m j, t m and t n , i s n , I .2, o
Ž . Ž .Let r [ ys m and r9 [ ys z . It is easy to see that we have in this
situation
Ãy v Ãq wG h s m , r % G h j, r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .v w]
Ãy v Ãq wd [ D G h s m , r , G h l , rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 v w
Ãy v Ãq wG h i , r9 % G h t n , r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .v w]
Ãy v Ãq wd [ D G h i , r9 , G h t n , r9 .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 v w
Moreover, we have by the lemma from 7.2
Ãq v Ãy vG h t m , r % G h s m , r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .v v
Ãq w Ãy wG h t n 9 , r % G h s n 9 , r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m w
Thus, in particular,
Ãy v Ãq wd G c [ D G h t m , r , G h j, r ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 1 v w
Ãy v Ãy wd G c [ D G h i , r9 , G h s n 9 , r .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2 2 v w
On the other hand, we have by construction c ) d and c ) d , a1 2 2 1
contradiction. Essentially the same argument shows that for an h-line of
type D there is no such arrow.
Ž .7.5. Proof of Proposition 3 c
Ž . w , vA real z-line Z contains at most one vertex j, i g H , which is the
starting point of an arrow from H w , v. In case there is no such vertex,2
trivially Z cannot be contained in a cycle Z )9Z )9 ??? )9Z )9Z .1 2 n 1
Ãy v 4 Ž Ž ..Otherwise, there is a unique r g y1, 1 with G h i, r $v
Ãq wŽ Ž ..G h j, r , andw
Ãy v Ãq wd Z [ D G h i , r , G h j, r g NŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .v w 0
Ž .is well defined. Now, if Z9 is an other line with Z9 )9Z thus a real z-line ,
Ž . Ž .then d Z9 - d Z . In fact, this is trivial if the arrow from Z9 to Z lies in
H w , v ; otherwise this follows easily from the lemma in 7.2.2, o
Ž .7.6. Proof of Proposition 3 d
ÄŽ .Let j, i lie on the h-line L and let L be the connected component of
Ž w , v w , v w , v . Ž Ž . .H , H j H that contains L compare 3.5 3 and Corollary 1 .0 1 2, o
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ÄIf there is at most one line L9 with L )9L9, our affirmation is directly
U Ž w Ž ..shown. Thus suppose there are two such lines, and G h j, r )w
U Ž vŽ ..G h i, r for, say, r s 1; this implies the same for r s y1. But noww
we find a nontrivial word x such that
xGU h w j, 1 ) GU h w j, 1 ) GU h v i , 1 ) xGU h v i , 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .w w v v
which is absurd.
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